Lyman Black Powder Cartridge Bullet Molds

Cast bullets should be .001” to .002” larger than groove diameter, for best long range accuracy, and to prevent lead fouling.

We stock Lyman molds, sizing dies, top punches, luber-sizers, presses, and many products not shown here. Request Lyman’s color catalog, free with any order, from our web site’s Free items pages.

Flat point bullets are required in all tubular magazine repeating rifles. A pointed bullet nose must not touch a primer, during recoil!

Lyman Mold Block Rebuild Kit, with new thicker sprue plate:

With proper care, a Lyman mold will last for generations. Our mould handles fit all large Lyman blocks, and similar blocks by other brands. $34.99

Lyman Mold Handles...........................#Lyman-HL

Large handles fit all current Lyman molds, all made using large blocks. They fit older Lyman double cavity molds, and single cavity molds over .50 caliber, which use large blocks. Small blocks are discontinued by Lyman. #Lyman-HL handles, Lyman large blocks $34.99


Contains more than 5,000 tested loads for the cast bullet shooter, and has been completely revised, featuring the work of Mike Venturino. It also includes a complete how-to section, special hunting section, a history of cast bullets, the Lyman line, and advanced metallurgical information. Soft cover, 419 pages, punched for binder.

#Book-LCBH-4 Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook $19.99

Lyman’s Reloading Handbook, 49th Edition

The 49th edition covers data for the newest cartridges and as well the other popular ones. Includes "Accuracy Load" for each cartridge and listings of the ballistic coefficients and sectional densities for all jacketed and cast bullets used. Readers will also find feature articles by today’s top reloading authorities.

Softcover volume of 464 pages.

#Book-LRH Lyman Reloading Handbook $19.99